By public transport
From the central railway stations (Hauptbahnhof) in Siegburg or Bonn: take the urban rail (Stadtbahn) line No. 66 (Bonn - Siegburg) to the Hangelar-Ost stop. Walk approximately 10 minutes along Alte Heerstraße; the left-hand entrance to the DGUV is signed.

From Cologne/Bonn airport, take bus No. 670 to Bonn central railway station (Hauptbahnhof), or the rapid-transit (S-Bahn) line to the Siegburg/Bonn ICE railway station (change at Troisdorf from the S-Bahn line S 13 to the S 12). From there, continue with urban rail line 66. The journey time is approximately 40 minutes. The DGUV is approximately 20 minutes from the airport by taxi.

By car (no emissions sticker needed)
Via the A3 (E5) motorway, Frankfurt – Cologne Approaching from the north or south, follow the A3 as far as the Bonn/Sieburg intersection. From there, take the A560 towards Bonn, then leave the A560 again at the first exit (signed for Niederpleis). At the end of the exit road, turn right towards Niederpleis. 1.1 km after the "Niederpleis" place-name sign, turn left at the traffic lights into the Alte Heerstraße (signed for the DGUV). After 1.7 km, turn right into the DGUV entrance.

Approaching from the west on the A565 From the Bonn-Nord motorway junction, continue on the A565 over the Friedrich Ebert bridge. At the Bonn-Nordost junction, leave the A565 and take the A59. Leave the A59 again at the first exit (Bonn-Vilich). Turn right onto the B56 for Sieburg/Sankt Augustin-Hangelar. After 2.8 km, turn right into the Alte Heerstraße (signed for the DGUV). After 0.6 km, turn left into the DGUV entrance.

Via the A59 airport motorway, Cologne – Königswinter Approaching from the north or south, leave the motorway at the Bonn-Vilich exit and turn right onto the B56 towards Sieburg/Sankt Augustin-Hangelar. After 2.8 km, turn right into the Alte Heerstraße (signed for the DGUV). After 0.6 km, turn left into the DGUV entrance.